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TOPOLOGICAL DYNAMICS AND RECOGNITION OF
LANGUAGES
BENJAMIN STEINBERG
Abstract. We define compact automata and show that every language has a
unique minimal compact automaton. We also define recognition of languages
by compact left semitopological monoids and construct the analogue of the
syntactic monoid in this context. For rational languages this reduces to the
usual theory of finite automata and finite monoids.
1. Introduction
The theory of automata and syntactic monoids is quite successful for rational
languages [2–4, 7] because the algebraic invariants are finite automata, finite mon-
oids and finite transformation monoids, which are objects with a fair amount of
structure. On the other hand, the corresponding theory for non-rational languages
has been far less successful, in a great part due to the fact that infinite semigroups
and transformation semigroups have little structure. In particular, one may have
no non-identity idempotents and hence no maximal subgroups.
The idea here is to replace the minimal automaton of a language with a topo-
logical dynamical system and the syntactic monoid with a compact left semitopo-
logical monoid. For the case of a rational language this reduces to the standard
theory. However, ever left semitopological compact monoid that is not a group has
non-identity idempotents by a theorem of Ellis [5]. Thus we have a much richer
structure. The reader should consult [1, 5, 6] for more on left semitopological com-
pact semigroups and in particular with respect to applications to dynamics and
Ramsey theory.
It seems clear that one can then develop varieties of left semitopological compact
monoids, define “pseudo”identities using the Stone-Cˇech compactification of the free
monoid and given an Eilenberg correspondence between varieties of languages and
varieties of left semitopological compact monoids. I hope someone will develop this
theory and find applications for it, or perhaps at some future point I will enlarge
this draft.
2. Definitions
Let A be a finite set and A∗ be the corresponding free monoid. By a topological
dynamical system over A we mean a compact Hausdorff space X equipped with
a right action of A∗ by continuous functions. We say the system is metric if X
is metric. Such a right action is uniquely determined by a continuous transition
function δ : X×A→ X . A morphism of topological dynamical systems (X,A, δ)→
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(Y,A, λ) is a continuous map ϕ : X → Y such that ϕ(xa) = ϕ(x)a for all x ∈ X
and a ∈ A.
A topological automaton A is a 5-tuple (X,A, x0, δ, T ) where (X,A, δ) is a topo-
logical dynamical system, x0 ∈ X and T ⊆ X is a clopen subset. Of course, we say
a topological automaton is metric if the underlying topological dynamical system
is metric. The language L(A ) accepted by A is the set of all words w ∈ A∗ such
that x0w ∈ T . We say that A is trim if x0A
∗ is dense in X . Clearly, replacing X
by x0A∗ and T by x0A∗ ∩ T results in a trim topological automaton accepting the
same language.
Proposition 2.1. Let L ⊆ A∗. Let χL be the characteristic function of L and
let X = {0, 1}A
∗
equipped with the product topology. Define a transition function
δ : X × A → X by δ(f, a)(w) = f(aw). Let T = {f ∈ X | f(ε) = 1}. Then L is
accepted by the metric topological automaton (X,A, χL, δ, T ).
Proof. The set T is clearly clopen. Trivially, w ∈ L if and only if χL(w) = 1 if and
only if (χLw)(ε) = 1 if and only if χLw ∈ T . 
We define the minimal topological automaton of L to be
AL = (χLA∗, A, χL, δ, T ∩ χLA∗).
It is the closure of the state set χLA
∗ of the classical minimal automaton in {0, 1}A
∗
.
In particular, if L is rational, then AL is finite and is the usual minimal automaton.
Let us prove that AL is truly minimal. For convenience of notation, put OL = χLA∗
and TL = {f ∈ OL | f(ε) = 1}.
Theorem 2.2. Let L ⊆ A∗ be a language and suppose A = (Y,A, y0, λ, F ) is a
trim topological automaton accepting L. Then there is a unique surjective morphism
ϕ : (Y,A, λ) → (OL, A, δ) of topological dynamical systems over A such that ϕ(y0) =
χL. Moreover, ϕ(F ) = TL.
Proof. If ϕ exists, it is evidentally unique and surjective by trimness. Let us prove
existence; we continue to put X = {0, 1}A
∗
. There is a natural left action of A∗
on the space {0, 1}Y given by uf(y) = f(yu). For y ∈ Y , define ϕy : A
∗ → {0, 1}
by ϕy(u) = uχF (y). Since T is clopen, χF is continuous and hence one easily
checks that ϕ : Y → X given by ϕ(y) = ϕy is continuous for the product topology
on X (using that multiplication by u is continuous). Now ϕy0(u) = uχF (y0) =
χF (y0u) = χL(u) because A accepts L. It now follows that ϕ takes Y into OL
by the trimness of A . Also note that if y ∈ F , then ϕy(ε) = χF (y) = 1 and so
ϕ(y) ∈ TL. Conversely, if t ∈ TL and t = ϕ(y), then χF (y) = ϕy(ε) = t(ε) = 1.
Thus y ∈ F and so t ∈ ϕ(F ). This completes the proof. 
Next we want to define the enveloping monoid of a topological dynamical system
(X,A, δ). Let S = XX where we let elements of S act on the right of X . We topol-
ogize S with the product topology and hence it is compact Hausdorff. In fact, S is
a compact left semitopological semigroup, that is, a non-empty, compact Hausdorff
space with a semigroup structure such that, for each s ∈ S, the left translation
t 7→ st is continuous. Indeed, if fα → f is a net, then xgfα → xgf precisely
because we are using the topology of pointwise convergence. The topological center
of a compact left semitopological semigroup T consists of all elements s ∈ T for
which the right translation t 7→ ts is also continuous. It is a submonoid of S con-
taining the algebraic center. The topological center of S = XX is the submonoid
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of continuous functions. The theory of compact left semitopological semigroups is
quite well developed, see for instance [1, 6].
Proposition 2.3. Let S be a compact left semitopological monoid and suppose T
is a submonoid of the topological center of S. Then T is a closed submonoid and
hence compact left semitopological in its own right.
Proof. Suppose that s, t ∈ T and sα → s and tβ → t are nets in T . Then
st = limβ stβ by continuity of left translation by s. Hence st = limβ limα sαtβ
by continuity of right translation by the tβ (using that T is contained in the topo-
logical center). Thus st ∈ T and so T is a closed submonoid. 
Let (X,A, δ) be a topological dynamical system over A and let δ∗ : A∗ → XX
be the induced map. Then the transition monoid of A = (X,A, δ) is M(A ) =
δ∗(A∗) and the enveloping monoid is E(A ) = M(A ), which is a compact left
semitopological monoid by Proposition 2.3. Moreover, the action X × E(A ) → X
is an Ellis action [1], meaning that, for each x ∈ X , the s 7→ xs is continuous
(actually in [1] left actions are considered, but this is immaterial).
Now if we consider the minimal topological automaton AL of L ⊆ A
∗, then
M(AL) is the usual syntactic monoid of L, writtenML for short. We define E(AL)
to be the enveloping syntactic monoid of L and denote it EL for brevity. If L is
rational, then EL is the usual syntactic monoid of L.
Our goal is to show that EL is minimal in the usual sense among compact left
semitopological monoids recognizing L. Let us say that a homomorphism ϕ : A∗ →
M withM a compact left semitopological monoid recognizes L if ϕ(A∗) is contained
in the topological center of M and there is a clopen subset F of M such that
L = ϕ−1(F ). Of course, one can then replace M by ϕ(A∗) and F by F ∩ ϕ(A∗)
thanks to Proposition 2.3.
Proposition 2.4. Let A = (X,A, x0, δ, T ) be a topological automaton accepting
L ⊆ A∗. Then the natural morphism δ∗ : A∗ → E(A ) recognizes L.
Proof. First of all δ∗(A∗) is contained in the topological center of E(A ) since each
of its elements is a continuous function on X . Let
F = {s ∈ E(A ) | x0s ∈ T }.
Clearly one has (δ∗)−1(F ) = L. It remains to check that F is clopen. But if
fx0 : S → X is the map fx0(s) = x0s, then fx0 is continuous and F = f
−1
x0
(T ), and
hence is clopen. 
In particular, if η : A∗ → ML is the syntactic morphism, then η : A
∗ → EL
(abusing notation) recognizes L via the set FL = {s ∈ML | χLs(ε) = 1}.
Lemma 2.5. Let A = (X,A, δ) and B = (Y,A, λ) be topological dynamical sys-
tems. Suppose that ϕ : A → B is a surjective continuous morphism of topological
dynamical systems. Then ϕ induces a unique surjective continuous homomorphism
ψ : E(A )→ E(B) of enveloping monoids such that
A∗
δ∗
//
λ∗
""
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊ E(A )
ψ
{{✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈
E(B)
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commutes.
Proof. Uniqueness and surjectivity are immediate from the density of the transition
monoid in the enveloping monoid. Define ψ : E(A )→ Y Y by yψ(s) = ϕ(xs) where
x is any ϕ-preimage of y. First we show that ψ is well defined. Indeed, suppose
ϕ(x′) = y. Let wα be a net from A
∗ with δ∗(wα) → s. Then since t 7→ xt
is continuous, we have xwα → xs and x
′wα → x
′s. Then ϕ(xs) = limϕ(xwα) =
lim ywα and similarly ϕ(x
′s) = lim ywα showing that yψ(s) is well defined. Suppose
y = ϕ(x). Then yψ(s) = ϕ(xs) and so (yψ(s))ψ(t) = ϕ((xs)t) = ϕ(x(st)) = yψ(st).
It follows that ψ is a homomorphism. Let us show that ψ is continuous. Suppose
sα is a net converging to s and fix y ∈ Y . Choose x with ϕ(x) = y. Then
xsα → xs and so yψ(sα) = ϕ(ysα)→ ϕ(ys) = yψ(s), establishing the continuity of
ψ. Since ψ(δ∗(A∗)) = λ∗(A∗), we conclude that ψ(E(A )) = E(B), completing the
proof. 
We are now ready to establish the desired minimality property of EL.
Theorem 2.6. Let ϕ : A∗ → M be a homomorphism recognizing L ⊆ A∗ by a
clopen subset F and suppose that ϕ(A∗) is dense. Then there is a unique continuous
surjective homomorphism ψ : M → EL such that
A∗
ϕ
//
η
!!
❈❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈❈
M
ψ
}}⑤⑤
⑤⑤
⑤⑤
⑤⑤
EL
commutes.
Proof. Uniqueness is clear from density. For existence, consider the topological
automaton A = (M,A, 1M , µ, F ) where µ(m, a) = mϕ(a). The fact that ϕ(a)
is in the topological center says exactly that m 7→ mϕ(a) is continuous. It is
straightforward to verify E(A ) = M acting via right multiplication. Clearly A
recognizes L. Proposition 2.2 then provides a continuous surjective morphism
ρ : (M,A, µ) → (OL, A, δ). The theorem now follows from Lemma 2.5. 
Example 2.7. Let A have one symbol, and so we can identify A∗ with N. Then
{0, 1}N is the usual space of infinite words and the generator of N acts by the shift
map removing the first letter. Suppose L ⊆ N is a language such that χL has a
dense orbit. For instance, if w0, w1, . . . is the length-lexicographic enumeration of
{0, 1}∗, then the language whose characteristic sequence is the word w0w1w2 · · ·
has a dense orbit. Thus OL = {0, 1}
N. It is well known that the enveloping monoid
of the shift map on {0, 1}N is isomorphic to the Stone-Cˇech compactification βN
of N [6]. This shows that one cannot recognize every language by a metrizable
compact left semitopological monoid.
Let us observe that if one uses compact topological monoids (where multiplica-
tion is jointly continuous), then one obtains nothing beyond rational languages and
so the semitopological nature of the recognizing monoid is crucial.
Proposition 2.8. Suppose ϕ : A∗ →M is a homomorphism recognizing L with M
a compact topological monoid. Then L is rational.
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Proof. Let F be a clopen subset of M such that ϕ−1(F ) = L. It is well known that
the syntactic congruence of a clopen subset of a compact topological monoid M is
open (as a subset of M ×M) (c.f. [7]). Hence there is a continuous homomorphism
ψ : M → N withN a finite monoid such that ψ−1ψ(F ) = F . Then (ψϕ)−1(ψ(F )) =
L and so L is rational. 
It is interesting to ask for which languages L ⊆ A∗ is the dynamical system
(OL, A, δ) minimal. In the case that L is rational, this corresponds to the minimal
automaton for L being strongly connected.
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